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SOME PRINCIPLES OF
SMALL HOUSE DESIGN
O

as

a

technical

effort

of

design.

Broad unity and a harmony of

effect

are

particularly essential, yet are not
easy to attain, because the interior is a
many-sided conception, in which most
of the arts and crafts have a place.
Amid all the variety of technique art
itself is

There

often neglected.
is, of course, no

new

idea in

No one quesasserting unity in art.
tions the precept; nevertheless too few
designers realize it to the full in practice.
When unity is missing in interiors,
usually one cause is at fault: the variety
of technique which has fostered an unCopyright,

1920,

''.-..;

Interiors-Continued

VIII

interior of a house should be
viewed as a picture rather than

THE

ffl

TAYLOR BOYDJ*

JOHlsl

Part

By

symmetrical cultivation of the whole
Archifield, as described in Part VII.
tect and decorator divide the field of
the art of interiors between them, developing two different spheres of influence, which overlap at some points,
and at others leave gaps for which
neither feels responsible.
In this division it is the architectural part of the
design that suffers most. How the bad
effects of this cleavage operate in

many

designs and how they might be avoided
if the art of interiors were treated as
a whole, and then properly related to
the exterior part of the small house deall this
sign, of lot and of elevations
was set forth in Part VII. However,

by The Architectural Record Company.
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Part VII emphasized the side of techas it is, should
nique, which, important
So it might seem as if
not dominate.
much of the confusion of the art of in-

would disappear if attention
were centered on the meaning of unity.
There might then be more inspired de-

teriors

of a picture.
But even the idea of a picture has its
limitations when applied to the interiors

A

broader conception
of a small house.
In addition to the painter's
is needed.
desire for a harmonious, beautiful effect
in color and form and light, there is the
organic structural art of architect and
of furniture designer the foundation
of the whole and then also the more
abstract, sensuous art of the decorator,
which is largely the art of pure design.
Still more than these, a fourth viewpoint
enters into the conception of unity. The
art of the sculptor has a place, with its
relief and light
and shade. The sculptor's art has always played an essential part in most

modelling in planes and

of the historic styles; has, in fact, even
been supreme in certain unusual episodes,
such as the baroque in Italy and the
Thus all four
later rocaille in France.
points of view of the fine arts are combined in the design of interiors, and ro
them must be added the whole range of
the handicrafts which were developed
almost entirely for interiors.
The perfect combination of the varied

and crafts in an interior, first one
and then the other predominating in difarts

ferent incidents of the design, ensures
the unity the picture that is sought. It
is because of the presence of the several
arts in the same design that the technique of interior art in small houses is

many-sided, even though it be not very
complex in each one art. What is required of the designer is a breadth of
view rather than an extraordinary spe-

The

any one

line.

process of design in interiors is
therefore a long one. It begins with the
architectural shell, pictured as a whole

in its relation to the outside

world;

passes through the planning and modelling of this shell of rooms and spaces,
as described in Part VII; through the
intermediate
architecture,
stage part
part furniture, of subordinate motives
it

like

of the too
sign in interiors, instead
usual technical formulae. That is why,
in order to make the idea of unity more
vivid, it is here presented as the effect

cialist ability in

&nd

windows, alcoves, bay-win-

doors,

dows,

stairs, fireplaces

furniture,

into the stage of

and only ends with the

fin-

ishing touches of the abstract art of
hangings, art objects and other decoraIn all this process, rightly contions.
sidered a truth which cannot be reme"mbered too often there is no true line
of division, no real classification into
separate parts. It is one thing, and that
only a part of the house as a whole.
The purpose of this chapter is to set
forth some of the ways in which these
different viewpoints, particularly those
of the four major arts, combine in the
varied process of interior design.
The interior of a small house, then,
is best conceived as a picture painted
in colors and light and form, which in
addition bears the imprint of the conditions of site and situation outside, and
which, inside, symbolizes the human inIn a sense it is a
terest of the family.

between man and his neighborhood.
Being thus a crucial point in the design

link

of the house, it presents another reason
for maintaining a delicate balance of relationships.

Hence much depends upon

the character of the picture, and it is
evident that a theatrical quality, such as
overpowering effects and the lavish display of self-advertising, however they
might impress in a decoration in a public building, do not belong in the home.
In other words here is another essential which is probably the key to it all
the expression of harmonious restraint,
of a fine taste, should penetrate every
detail.
As much as any other quality,
good taste is needed in a home.

Good

taste cannot be exaggerated in

Even an illiterate peasantry
It helps unappreciate its value.
ravel the snarl of technique, especially
when complexity threatens to ensnare
the design.
It has a bearing on the decision as to the degree of variety, of
boldness, of imagination, that the artist
interiors.

may
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ment of the

Thus good taste may decide
the question of how much flexibility of
design is desirable. In fact, any advice
to seek variety or boldness in a design
is a matter of degree, and this good taste
decides. And since it is one of the most
difficult decisions in art, it is worth fur-

will seek.

tangibles.
All this

the

At

asserting the value of a more flexible
system of design, of originality, of the
necessity of freeing interior art from
stock
the
of
formulae particularly
plan in short, of the need for inspira-

Of an opposite sort were comments on the side of moderation, advising that art be simple and harmonious.
It would seem that these offhand statetion.

ments, to the effect that interest should
be counteracted by restraint, were not
should attempt a more speenough.
cific understanding of the compromise

We

in

proper proportion:
Some people will be surprised at the
idea that principles may be connected
Good taste has been
with good taste.

viewed

as

;

but

it

was held

in

extreme form

when

art

was

with the "major" arts and
to
dwell on the work of genpreferred
But
ius or of highly specialized talent.
now that these literary mists which have
veiled art are blowing away, it may be

concerned

well to

examine

this theory.

May

one

not believe that good taste is evolved in
a proper interpretation of the conditions of a problem, more than is sometimes admitted? The fact of the matter is, if the design be direct and expressive, it will probably be in good taste.
To say this is not to rob the artist of his
personal prerogative, because expressiveness in a design depends more on a
clear, imaginative understanding of the
deep-lying, intangible factors of a spe-

problem, than on an easy reading
of the surface indications, which are
often dangerous and deceptive.
As
everyone knows, the greatest achievecific

We

foreign art,
for judgment.

a

in the nineteenth century

we

"a.

mystical, personal
quality of the artist that could not be
There is some truth in this
analyzed.

view

in a problem.
are beginning to understand
it, depends on these intangibles, and we
take a great step forward, I think, if we
further realize that good taste is closely
bound up with style. If once we understand style as the principle of design
that native conditions and national temperament force upon us, as set forth in
the previous issues of this series, almost
inevitably conceptions of good taste be(^Dme clearer. They seem akin to those
of style.
then are furnished with
criterions of judgment, of perception,
which all of us can firmly grasp. On the
other hand, as long as we hold to the
older notion that style is a more or less
arbitrary set of intellectual forms, either
developed in the brain of the brilliant designer, or else borrowed by him from
Style, as

this point the reader should recall
in previous pages,

often

the intangible factors

and conditions of design

many remarks

which combines conflicting principles

would seem obvious enough
that good taste depends

principle

much on grasping

ther illustration.

the

artist is to interpret the in-

we have no
Agreement

possible,

because the

do

exist,

not
tion of

real
is

basis

hardly

intangibles either

it
is
a quesan imported art, the intangibles and conditions are not found here
or can not be understood by Americans.

or,

if

In such a method the real props that
support style and good taste have been
knocked out. Certainly art-styles, which
can reach the perfection of form and
good taste only as mental feats of extraordinary gifted men, cannot be worth
much to a people. If the theory of style
and good taste as a personal prerogative,
an abstract set of forms, were correct,
that would rule out the whole field of
craftsmanship, the work of humble men.
Unfortunately, for the caste theory of
style and good taste, these qualities are
never so imaginatively perfect as in the
best craftmen's art.
Craftsmen's art is
the despair of the academic book-andpaper trained designer in these as in other
of its qualities.
Thus it seems just to believe that the
only serviceable style and good taste are
those of a vital national tradition, its
judgments and instincts, the common
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property of all designers. This tradition
helps determine the intangibles which
must be expressed in design if it is to be
sound.
It is no drawback to the true
master, since

heavy

it

relieves

him from the

intellectual task of inventing ab-

art runs along in the same channels with
the rest of the life of society and be-

comes an intimate part of it. Unless the
American public can instinctively recognize in a work of art the same fundamental native characteristics that

RECEPTION ROOM-RESIDENCE OF JAMES A. BURDEN,
Delano & Aldrich, Architects.
stract forms, or of establishing the fundamentals of good taste; and sets his full
In other
energy free in creative art.
words, he is entirely an artist, instead of
partly a mathematician or a philosopher.
And there is another benefit in such a
conception of style and good taste, which
is this
that in expressing native conditions and thus establishing a tradition,

ESQ.,

SYOSSET,

L.

it

knows

I.

in other experiences in life, it has no
basis of appreciation. Not only each of
the many arts, but also literary, musical,

and

intellectual

will have no
temperament and its
environment, nor to each other, and the
existing confusion in art and letters and
music will never be cleared up.
activities

relation to the native

487

An

illustration of this principle

may

LIVING

ROOM RESIDENCE OF

E. EGERTON WINTHROP,
Aldrich, Architects.

MRS.

Delano

&

be desirable. For instance, if in decorating an interior, an American housewife is advised to acquire certain furniture and hangings and to arrange them
in a
certain way, because Madame

du Barry once approved

this

scheme,

she hardly knows what to say to the
But if she is told that our
suggestion.
strong sunlight which, like other Americans, she delights to see flood into the
house, bringing out every detail clearly
almost of itself requires that certain
colors and designs of form be used,
for
she has been offered
a basis
decision
which rests on knowledge
and not on whim. She is deciding
the question on a viewpoint of pure
in principles of good taste and
art,

Likewise,

style.

owner

is

when an American home

asked to

pressive house, his

him

ill

at ease.

live in

an ornate, op-

common

sense

makes

But when the designer

informs him that both the necessities of
clear light without atmosphere, and of
the native temperament and of American
society require a simpler pattern, he

SYOSSET,

L.

I.

He

easily grasps the principle.
basis for the design and he
its

sees the

may
all

trace

details.

development throughout
His interest in art awakens.
This relationship between style and
good taste may be carried further in
order to help explain certain doubts that
have caused great controversy. These
concern the tiresome argument as to the
classic versus the picturesque, the symmetrical versus the unsymmetrical, the
formal versus the informal. There is no
need to refer to them here except to
remark that, under the nineteenth century conception of style and good taste
as mostly arbitrary intellectual symbols,
such discussion was altogether in order.
Where, however, these factors in design
consist in meeting conditions of specific
problems, instead of avoiding them, certain valuable truths emerge. One is that
extreme classicism or formality hardly
meets the needs of the American of
today, or his desires, neither does extreme picturesqueness. Neither extremes
are apt to arise as the natural result of
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J.
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Parker Morse Hooper, Architect.

conditions.

much

as to the taste.

North European architecture comes
from the mellowness of the gloomy, misty
A film of atmosphere has
light there.

Exceptions will be rare, and
then will occur only under such distinctive conditions that there can be no doubt

But where conditions are

not forced too far, the proportion of
formal and informal, or the choice between the two, will be settled by a close
reading of the conditions of the problem.
Particularly is it necessary to estaba clearer idea of the picturesque.
To do so, it is necessary to refer to the
exterior, because its character influences
the character of the interior. One of the
worst tendencies in small houses is the
indiscriminate use of picturesque, free
motives of design, often of North European origin. They overload many houses.
In former pages it was noted how these
forms did not suit American conditions
lish

modeling and
Without repeatmay be remarked again that

in respect to light, color,

national temperament.

ing these,

it

been

by

of the beauty of the picturesque

drawn across the

the

architecture,

picture

made

harmonizing

its

variety and complexity of form. In our
light the same architecture looks restless
and spotty. There are southern types of

picturesque, which, though equally strikor the kind of
ing, have greater unity
suited to our southern conditions.
unity

Such a type has simplicity and repose in
mass and surface and outline and form,
pure proportion, and careful distribution
of centres of interest, which are emphasized. Because the eye is strained in
intense sunshine, it should be rested by
effects of broad, plain surfaces.
Any
widespread pattern of decoration of
like
windows
architecture,
spotted
closely together, or a wall of bright brick
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Ornament is
joints, defeats this purpose.
better' if used sparingly, not scattered

doors and outdoors, between the buildings, old and new, of the University of

either, but concentrated, with differences
in relief, so that any hardness or line or

his

shape is 'softened by shadows and shade
broken across it. In southern art color

Virginia,

where Thomas Jefferson and

craftsmen obeyed a principle of color

that later architects ignored, among them
artist as Stanford White.

even so great an

DINING ROOM-RESIDENCE OF

E. L. TAYLOR, ESQ.,
Parker Morse Hooper, Architect.

is

without it form crops out
naked.
Color of a kind

a requisite

hard

and

;

that

brings unity through being clear
sparkling is needed, which the
bright light makes richer and mellower
and warmer, instead of bleaching it gray

and

and cold.
Proof of

As

NEW HAVEN,

a result the newer buildings, though

finely designed in the same form as the
old, have other colorations that are

either dark or neutral, and are decisively
out of key of the sunshine and of the
vivid green foliage.
It is a striking

evidence that key of color
this lies in the difference, in-

CONN.

as

490

form

is

in architecture.

is

as important

THE ARCHITECTURAL RECORD.
Besides conditions of light and color
there are also the character of the landscape that influences style and good taste.
Our landscapes are broad, usually rough
and often bold. They require a more
solid, a broader, simpler type of design
than that suited to the more delicately
shaped, more finished parklike landscapes
of England or of the garden country of

LIVING

France.

If

there

is

any truth

in

part.

would seem that we are com-

mitted to a southern type of art in the

At least an art that is
from that developed by the
conditions of Northwest Europe.

United States.
different

fact, I am inclined to believe that these
differences of climate, light, landscape,
color and the type of art they evolve

In

NEW HAVEN,

CONN.

robust, full, reposeful, even

the

fundamental imperatives of taste and
which determine art in America, of
which the art of the interior is only a

special

;

other the art of North Europe, of dimmer
softer nature.
Geography
light and
dictates that one shall be in form simple,

E. L. TAYLOR, ESQ.,
Parker Morse Hooper, Architect.

style

it

in

ROOM RESIDENCE OF

principle that architecture should be
consistent with the setting that nature
furnishes it, it is evident that here are

Thus

deep at the roots of that great division
art between the Classic and the
Gothic. It really seems to be the difference between the art of the south, of the
sunlit Mediterranean with its bold dramatic outdoors on one hand and on the
lie

when

dra-

matic; the other complex, more delicate,
different series of
subtle, mystic.
rhythms are required in each. Geography
ordains that in the south the color be
light, clear, vivid, perhaps with centres
of intensity; and in the north that it be
more neutral, or deeper, or murky.
Energy and life and imagination are apt
to be found in the form of northern
architecture; and in southern architecture,
in its color and contrasts of bold, full
geometrical shapes. And if there be any
who associate an idea of decadence or
weakness with the south, it is only necessary to point out to them that in the

491
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whole world no art has ever been more
freer, more boldly monumental,
more vibrating with energy, than the art
Needless to say, also, that
of Spain.
one can hardly afford to patronize Greek
or Italian art as ineffective.
Such differences seem more fundamental than any distinctions that are
made between southern and northern art
virile,

DINING ROOM- RESIDENCE OF

Even

in spirit our art can hardly be the
same, because racial and social conditions are different with us, and even our
.geography is not identical with any part
of Europe. As I endeavored to prove in
previous articles of the series, we have
our own type of American tradition,

which was developed through two centowards evolving an art

turies far along

THOMAS W. RUSSELL,

ESQ.,

HARTFORD, CONN.

Parker Morse Hooper, Architect.

on the

basis of classic

symmetry

as op-

posed to free, picturesque art. It should
be remembered that the south has a charpicturesque type of its
own, which is akin to the symmetrical
"classic" type
in
the
qualities
just
mentioned.
It does not resemble the
picturesque types of the north in spirit.
Natural conditions in the south and north
dictate a difference in spirit that extends to all types of design, whether
symmetrical or not, formal or informal.
Of course, although the style and taste
of our art should be southern, that does
not mean that we copy literally the art of
the Mediterranean in the United States.
acteristic

free,

that suits our peculiar needs. It marks
out the road to be followed with energy

and purpose, and style and good taste
are more eloquently taught in its models
than is possible in any writings.
This idea of a southern or classic mean
or vein that runs through American
art, imposing restraint yet allowing expression to the energy of our race and
time, helps fix the degree of flexibility in
design. If there is necessity for a flexible
conception of design to meet conditions,
it should be realized that it is only of
value for that purpose, and should not
be pursued for its own sake. It should
not in its turn become a recipe for design.
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Specific

instances

of

this

have

been

pointed out in former pages and they
need not be repeated here.
These are some of the principles of
style and of good taste, two factors which
are so closely identical. Such a concep-

at

any

rate,

known over

whatever its sources, it is
the world and in France

Le gout francais
le gout francais.
saturates the work of any Frenchman,
whether he be an impossible radical or
as

a reactionary, drenching

STAIRWAY RESIDENCE OF WALTER

H. CRITTENDEN, ESQ.,
Parker Morse Hooper, Architect.

tion

is

held

among

the French, the one

ness.

It

it

CORNWALL,

in

Frenchi-

N. Y.

simply means the French taste

people in the

and

most

This ends the consideration of the principles that, it may be conceived, in some

easily

modern world which is the
The French mainartistic.

an uninterrupted tradition, yet are
always reinterpreting it freely and freshly
tain

in the spirit of the times.
it is the result of nature

style.

of

measure form our ideas of style and
good taste. As stated above, although

and how much
But

they pertain largely to the exterior of the
house, they must largely govern the in-

How much

of race, of course, no one can say.
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because they are so fundamental,
because the interior cannot be divorced

in

from the

It will

Stewart Walker, the architect, illustrated

terior,

cause the

rest of the household,

intimate humanness

of

the

house interior make them so vital there.
It remains to set forth some of the ways
in which they are incorporated into the
interior design.

Where the four major arts and most
of the handicrafts are combined in a
design, as they are indoors, they do not
necessarily operate in the same way.
or one of them may symbolize the
main interest; while some, or one, may
embody most of the unity. For instance,
where the architectural shell is simple
and severe, the interest may be emphatic
in minor architectural motives or in
furniture and furnishings.
Where the
architectural shell is more diverse in
form, too much interest in details might
make it split into parts, appearing restless hence the details may be most harmonious, even inconspicuous, or very
sparingly used, just enough to prevent
bareness.
Countless examples of these
ideas can be presented.
There is the case of many of the interiors of Mr. Charles A. Platt in great
all

Some

;

houses, where big, simple, almost squarish rooms are splendidly decorated with
monumental motives of architecture on
walls and ceilings, and a fine display in
decorations.
Besides, the big squarish
shapes and the scale of the rooms are
repeated in the architectural motives and
Mr. Colby carried out
the furnishings.
this scheme in a way expressive of the
small house in his living room illustrated
in Part VII.
This is a squarish room,
appearing large, and its fine character lies
in the south window, with its concentrated light, also which should not be
forgotten in the long plain wall surface opposite, which offers a contrast and
a background ; in the beamed ceiling and
in the interesting furniture and decorations.
On the other hand, Mr. Parker
Morse Hooper's interiors, of boldly designed architectural shell, are tempered
with simple harmonious furniture and
decorations. Among rooms of irregular
shape none are more beautiful than the
A.
living room in the home of Mr.

The

Architectural Record of last July.
repay thorough study to perceive
the ways in which the unusual variety of
plan of the room was harmonized by the

and be-

details,
furnishings and architectural
which prevent it from seeming loose in
form and dividing into parts. It is such
a room as would appeal to a painter.

Of

the place of the sculptor's art of
in planes
and relief, there are not so many striking
examples in the houses of today as there
were in some of the historic styles, like
the baroque or rocaille, where the sculpeven if an architect, held sway
tor,
throughout the design, repeating his
light

and shade and modeling

imaginative, sensuous shapes and curves
in walls, ceilings, architectural motives
and details, and in the furniture and all
the art objects and decorations. Naturally
such exuberance hardly comes within the
field of the American small
house, but
the principle of the sculpturesque qualities in design is a good one, and it may
often be well worked out in minor details of architecture and furnishings.
Always, in this union of the arts and
crafts in the interior, the balance should
be kept.
If one art leans far toward
variety, the others may set up a counteracting restraint, yet not aiming to conceal or to negative the expression. If all
were equally bold and imaginative in the
same room, the unity of the design might
become theatrical or exaggerated in one
direction.

All these principles of design have
dealt with the interior as a whole. Next
to them in importance are the considerations that appear in the design of in-

dividual
house.

rooms and spaces of the small

One

of the first of these is the
expression of function in a room. Decorators understand this well in their part
of the design when they declare- that a

dining

room should appear as a place for
room should have

eating, that a reception

the expression of a place where guests
are received, and so on.
This is, of
course, a sound principle; but its first
application should come as much as possible in the architectural shell of room
or space. This again reveals a further
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defect in the unvarying use of the boxlike room in the stock plan, which too
often makes impossible any distinctive
character in the room and reduces decoration to formulae.
It is not necessary to enter at length
into the ways in which each space of the
interior may take on character, but one
may point out certain features of the
process. This is a principle of planning
and has been treated to a large extent in

former

The

issues.

and arrangement of the
entrance stairs were referred to at length
in Parts IV and V.
The possibilities of
position

and more compact
Here also
arrangement were covered.
the need for proper circulation comes
If the stairs are to ascend
into play.
from the living room, they may well be
near the front entrance, otherwise the

interesting, expressive

from entrance to
cut across the living room,
where people will wish to gather undisturbed; that is to say, the function of
hallway must not be overlooked in comThe
bining stairs with other rooms.
stairs may also be planned for access to
service portion or a secondary outside
path

of

stairs

circulation

will

Whatever
entrance leading to garage.
be the arrangement, the stairs affords
interesting opportunities for design.
the design of the living room, in
combination with or relation to the din-

many

It is

ing room, that may yield great possibiliThe linking of spaces together, to
ties.
gain effect of space or to preserve individuality, described in Part VII, should

be recalled here.

The

essential in this

of course, the plan, which
may express function in many ways
through the use of technical motives,
such as stairs, stair landings, bay winflexibility

is,

dows, alcoves, fireplaces, etc. Even an
ordinary living room has functions of
lounging or reading or entertaining which
may appear in the plan and in the architecture of the room. Where other functions, such as dining, are added to the
also receive ex-

room, they may
much
pression in its design, at least so
as will not destroy the unity. Excellent
examples of this manifold expression of
functions of a living room in plan, and
living

therefore in shape, are the living room,
in Part IV, of the house of Dr. T. J.

Abbott, designed by Mr. Parker Morse

and also the living room
cottage in Connecticut designed

Hooper,
in the

by Murphy and Dana, in Part VI, in
each of which was planned a place for
meal table, and service to it, for enterfor
visitors,
taining
lounging every
function kept distinct from the others.
living room as large as 18x30 contains
great possibilities in providing for all

A

sorts of human use in its shape, even to
quiet corners or retiring spaces, where
one person may be apart while others
are gathering elsewhere in the room.
The relationship of living room to outdoors through transitional spaces, such
as bay windows, porches, or breakfast

rooms, was mentioned in Part VII. Here
is another case where much commonplace, perfunctory design occurs, in their
resemblance to greenhouses or even to a
factory, a resemblance which extends to
the tiresome use of lattice, though this
latter practice is not so much followed

as formerly.
Such transitional spaces
should have a well developed character,
expressed in various ways in the design
of glass in relation to wall spaces and
piers so as not to lose solidity or acquire
looseness; in use of rougher textures,
brighter colors, greater contrasts, bolder

shapes, change of materials more charm
and vivacity of details, like iron or brass,
and the use of plants and flowers.
These principles of functional expression extend to all parts of the house, even
to design of bedrooms and of service
;

portions.

In bedrooms, good taste at

least is well established, in a simplicity

of design and decoration that only needs
interest and charm of shape of
and proportioning of window
illumination to make these chambers one
of the best parts of the home.
Often
they are too much cut up with doors and
windows to have all the air of repose
that is desirable although, in this connection, it must be remembered that the
heat of our summers calls for cross-ventilation from windows in two walls wherever possible. As to the service portion,
that will be dealt with in a later article;

more
room
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may be remarked here that there
much room for good taste and interest

but
is

it

of design in such parts of the house without encroaching upon the strictly practical
Since of
character of its dispositions.
recent years grim economic pressure has
forced the housewife to spend more time
in the service part of the house, she has
found means to make it take on attrac-

Kitchen and
tion in an artless way.
service are not only much more practical now, but they are not so shop-like
as formerly.
Leaving these

ideas of design of
spaces, the more
subordinate aspects of details of interior
architecture come next in order in this
examination of the progress of design.
With this, a wide field opens indeed. It
is a crucial point in the design of a room,

individual

many

rooms and

forms a transition, a linking in
design between the architecture of the
room shell and the furniture and furnishfor

it

The same

ing.

principles of design are

minor motives as in the
larger features of the house, and they
are now well handled by American archifound

in these

endless opportunity
of interest and charm, and, in a rectangular shaped room, they furnish a large part
Such
of the character, if not all of it.
an example was the living room of Mr.

They furnish

tects.

in Part VII. One
however, to two great

Frank A. Colby's house

may

call attention,

faults

the

in

One

teriors.

details
is

of American

in-

inconsistency in shapes;

and the other is overemphasis of lines,
rectangles and other angles.
The disharmony of shapes in American interiors is, I am forced to believe,
a matter of faulty, even careless,
practice in design. This assertion seems

(largely

it is found less in
rooms that are elaborately designed with
paneling and similar architectural motives, where the designer has been obliged

proven by the fact that

make

careful detailed drawings. Too
smaller rooms are designed by
proportioning the windows with regard
to the exterior solely, and merely figuring
sizes of doors and other openings on the

to

often

plan.

Had

the designer taken the trouble to
a rough scale drawing of the

make even
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rooms of the wall, he might have noted
an inconsistency in its shapes that could
have been easily remedied with perhaps
Fat, rectangular
only slight changes.
shapes, without real proportion, inharmonious with other shapes of decoration,

While one
creep into design.
should avoid the error of laying down
dimensions in design, it seems clear that,
in the living portion of a house, a double
doorway, 6 feet 8 inches high and 4 feet
or less wide, is apt to yield a better shape
of casing and pattern of door panefing
than one 5 feet wide, or even 4 feet 6
Such fat rectangularity is
inches wide.
easily

particularly hard when emphasized by a
color contrast, and it is at its worst when
used side by side with flowing curves,

or ovals or semi-circles, or
with complex architectural motives

like ellipses

else

The

basis of most
the purpose to depart from crude, primitive angularity,
and it must be thought that the attempt
to use these two extremes in the same
design shows a lack of sensitiveness to

such as the orders.
architectural design

is

form and a perfunctory comprehension
of the real meaning of motives of design.
iVet this fault runs all through American
architecture

and even

;

it

may

be seen in elevations

in the design of gardens,

and

shapes of pools and fountains.
In small houses consistency of shape

in the

and harmony of measures and change
from straight line to curve are extraordinarily important, because small house
interiors are usually simple and disharmony is only too easily noticed in them.
This quality really marks one of the distinctions between the amateur and the
professional. It is seen at its best, as far
as the small house is concerned, in the

early American rooms. Any comparison
of a drawing of the elevations of the
walls of an old room, even a simple one
such as a kitchen, with some modern
rooms that somehow seem to lack sure-

ness and harmony, is apt to show distinct
superiority in mass, shape, proportion and
line in favor of the old model.
The
reason is that the old model was designed
by craftsmen right "on the job" by
men who knew instinctively the difference
that an inch or two in height, and espe-

LIVING

ROOM RESIDENCE OF ANDREW MORRISON,

ESQ.,

MONTCLAIR,

N.

J.

William Edgar Moran, Architect.

cially width, of a
before they built

window
it

or door meant

texture and crude checkered pattern of
joints are at variance with all the rest of
the room. Often a brick fireplace facing
is the most aggressive feature in a whole
room. Only seldom have I seen brick
used successfully indoors, and then only

into the walls of the

room.

The other vice of contemporary design,
excessive lines and hard lines and angles,
It stands ruthis everywhere apparent.
lessly revealed by our clear native light,
This is where the
even in interiors.

where

sculptor's ability to soften hard lines and
edges, by his modeling in light and shade,
is of great value, as well as the technique
of the painter who knows how to blend
It is an evidence of the need
of color and of texture in interiors, if
any were needed.
Texture is, of course, important in an

over edges.

interior.

Nothing adds more quality

in

design, provided it be not overdone, .as
it often is at the hands of certain de-

where it partakes of sophisticaor an extreme affectation for the
At any rate, we
rustic or the antique.
are getting away from hard, machineAnother fault of current
like surfaces.
that is,
design in interiors may be noted
the use of brick surfaces whose coarse
signers,

tion,

^

;

it

is

done boldly and consistently

with certain other materials, in broad
masses, largely in semi-outdoor spaces
like sun-rooms or loggias.
All this architectural detail should
harmonize, even combine, with the furniture and decorations. The modelling and
texture and scale of cornices, belt courses,
casings on walls and ceilings and the
details of features, like bookcases, win-

dow

seats, mantels, cupboards, alcoves,
should be wrought with the furniture in
mind. Indeed, some designers prefer to
talk of them as furniture rather than as
architecture, and hold that they should
portray a freedom and fancy of form
within proper limits which take them
far from the sober appearance of more
strict architectural forms.
This flexibility,
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is all the more permissible,
since these features, even if fanciful, are
bound to derive solidity in any case from
the bold
being incorporated in the walls,

which they relieve,
planes and angles of
from
aiding in the effect of transition
architecture to furnishings.
Again, for
illustration, one must point to the early

American craftsmanship whose wealth
of fancy and sense of equisite form yield
richest inspiration in these details.
This tradition of American craftsmanin deship is now so well re-established

the country,
sign in the eastern part of
I
that it needs no further illustration.
would, however, except the fireplace,
yielding

it

at least a brief

fireplace is the ultimate

remark. The
symbol of the

worst minor faults in house design,

would

The oldest
the hearth itself.
human interest in the world centers in
The home owner who appreciates
it.
its significance, as so many do, takes the

Colby's

It is

in

towering living-room fireplace
This is of Italian

shows another model.
inspiration,

offering

background for a small
in scale with the room.

a

large
if

black

desired,
In contrast to

fire,

them

as

1

strip

other ?

the design of his
hearths, with their chimney breasts and
mantels. In no feature of the home is
there more opportunity for design, and
art has always been lavished upon it. If
one may explain the keynote of its design, he may say that it is wholly a frame,
a setting for the fire on the hearth, with
light and flames playing against gloom
and darkness. However complete a unit
the mantel or enframement may be, it
The
should always enframe the fire.
American tradition has a bewildering
variety in hearth design, now well known,
that is replacing the perfunctory types
still too often found.
Some designers
still
feel that small fireplaces are required in small houses.
Distinctly this
is not true.
In some old houses the fireplace will occupy almost the whole wall
of a small room.
In Part VII, Mr.
pleasure

list

panels, glass
panes in interior doors, and brick fireplace facings. Yet who of us has not
committed them at some one time or

home,

keenest

commonplace formulae of living room fireplace, 3 feet t>y 4 feet
opening, with mantel shelf slightly over
4 feet high and bedroom fireplaces somewhat smaller. In fireplace design too
much emphasis cannot be placed on the
This is an infacing of the opening.
tegral part of the fire enframement, and
one of the crudest devices in interior design, as remarked above, is to make this
of brick with strongly marked joints. If
a better material cannot be had, the brick
may be painted a dark deep color, black
or even a rich purple red, such as I once
saw in an old fireplace on Nantucket. In
fact, if I were asked to name the three
this is the

pure form,

not necessary to go further into

this architectural detail of interiors. In-

terior decoration, so-called, will occupy
the next issue of this series. Here one

may

conclude by saying that the tradi-

tion of beautiful interior design in

our

early American provides us with more
ideas than can be set down in volumes.
need only to learn its vocabulary
through a study of its best models, and
then learn to apply it imaginatively and
expressively and accurately in the houses
of the day.
may well incorporate
into this tradition our American notion
of modern ideas of color and design that
are coming back into civilization with a
fresher spirit.
But the older American
tradition is needed to supply the foundation of firmness and consistency and
vigor, to give both life and purity to the
pattern of form and color of all the arts
and crafts that is woven into the unity of
the interior. Only in that way may the

We

We

picture have taste and style. Taste and
style are the channel through which the
art of a people flows.
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MODEL FOR THE

PAHAI TEMPLE, CHICAGO
LOUIS

J.

BOURGEOIS, ARCHITECT

J.

THE

model designed by Louis J.
for the great Bahai

Bourgeois

to be built in Chicago is
attention from archiattracting
It is of unusual interest from
tects.
several points of view. The Temple is a

Temple

much

new

and

form

in

Greek and Egyptian temples; while the
treatment of the doors and windows is
Romanesque in form, and both Gothic
and Arabic in the intricacy and beauty of
ornamentation.
Renaissance in

original
architec-

is

terlaced

arches of

openings.
is

The

restful,

and Renaissance in treatment.
Above it rises a
quiet

century," according

Mr. H. Van
Buren Magonigle.
in

story

in the in-

third

to

Beautiful

second

and Gothic
its

ture
"the first new
idea in architecture
since the thirteenth

harmony of

The
line

lovely dome, suggestive of Byzan-

the

tine

pro-

above

forms

;

but

portions, it has in
addition a singular

the closed
top rise other beams
of the dome itself

charm

like

in

its

its

sym-

bolism; and to the
psychologist it is
noteworthy Jbecause

the

creator

clares: "It

is

in

hands clasped

prayer,

the

Baha

found previously in
Gothic towers

Ollah's

the

am

alone.

I
temple.
only the channel

through which it
came."
In form the temple

is

gives the
of ascen-

feeling
sion and aspiration

de-

In the geometric

forms of the ornamentation covering
the columns
and
surrounding w i ndows and doors of

a nonagon, or

n i n e-sided structure, and its lower

so that

dome

LOUIS

BOURGEOIS.

J.

story offers a complete innovation in
architecture in the use of nine inverted
half circles, with a great doorway in the
centre of each, so that from whatsoever
side one approaches the edifice it seems to

extend its arms in welcome. From dome
to foundation it is a unique creation and
unlike any building in existence, yet one
reads in its curving beauty the story of
the architecture of the world. The first
floor in its simplicity of line suggests the

the

one deciphers all the resymbols of the world. Here are

temple,

ligious

the swastika cross, the circle, the triangle,
the double triangle or six pointed star
(or Solomon s seal, the magic symbol of
mecromancers of old) but more than
this, the noble symbol of the spiritual
Orb, or Sun behind the Saviour of mankind; the five pointed star, representing
the man saviour Christ or Buddha or
Mohammed the Greek Cross, the Roman
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or Christian Cross; and, supreme above
the wonderful nine pointed star, figured in the structure of the temple itself,

all,

and appearing again and again in its
ornamentation, as significant of the Spiritual Glory in the world today.
The nine pointed star reappears in the
formation of the windows and doors,
which are all topped by this magnificent
allegory of spiritual glory, from which
extend gilded rays covering the lower
surfaces, and illustrating, in this vivid
and artistic limning, the descent of the

Holy

Spirit.

Curiously enough this Descent of the
Holy Spirit was the first thing Louis J.
Bourgeois pictured in his drawing of the
He said, "I did the doors and
temple.
windows of the lower story first, and
then I got the entire form."
The numbers 9 and 19 recur again
and again in the structure of the temple,
illustrating its basic principle of Unity
9 being the number of perfection, containing in itself the completion of each

perfect number cycle, and 19 representing
the Union of God and man, as manifested

and all things.
His description of how he made the
model is as interesting as the structure
itself but in reading it one must remember that Bourgeois is an architect of long
and wide experience. He built Gothic
churches in France then he built them
in Canada.
His buildings are found in
Chicago, in California, where he erected
and planned the well known house and
garden of Paul de Longpre, the flower
painter, and also in New York.
Twenty-five years ago he had a remarkable spiritual experience, through
which he came into a knowledge of his
spiritual self, as well as his physical man.
Then he was told that some day he would
build a great temple, and he made a
in life, civilization

;

;

sketch of a circular twelve sided building, at that time.

Henceforth he dreamed

of his temple, and tried to make a drawing of it, but could not. He became interested in the Bahai Movement, and nine

years ago made an architectural drawing
of a temple, in order that he might be
represented in the competition spoken of
at that time for the erection of a Bahai

temple in Chicago; but he said then,
"This is not my temple, I am only putting
it in to get a chance in the competition.
If I win, I can draw the real temple."
But the competition never materialized,
and four years ago, when he returned
from the Bahai convention in Boston,
Bourgeois suddenly, in an hour's time,
sketched the lower story of his temple.
But he could get no further, and half
dazed by the ornate splendor of this
fragment realized that he must model it,
because he could never express on a
flat surface the many-faced beauty of its
He endeavored to cut into the
plan.
plaster the intricate tracery of

ornament

he saw but he had never done such work,
and he was obliged to ask the help of a
;

friend skilled in the art, and after half
a day's training he went at his task sucHe did each successive story
cessfully.
in this way, modelling the beauty in plaster as it was revealed to him, never seeing
the whole, yet saying to himself con-

"How

do I dare go on ? Because
wonderful and how can I
make a dome wonderful enough to comAnd then always the thought
plete it?"
would come, "The Power that is giving
you this will give you a dome the most
wonderful of all !"
So he did the first story with its welcoming arms, and the second with its
Gothic elegance, and the third with its
One
Renaissance quiet and beauty.
morning he wakened suddenly at three
o'clock and knew that he was to draw
the dome.
He was very happy; and as
his fingers flew on for a rich hour, he
knew that the dome was the most wonderful of all. That is why he says, "It
It is not mine !"
is Baha Ollah's temple.
There is another side to this temple
story, which is both human and appealIt has to do with love and compreing.
hension and faithful service. The architect is not rich, and he realized that if
he worked at his model the family income
would cease, and perhaps no one would
ever build his mighty temple. His wife
is also an artist, but she bought a little
notion store in West Englewood; and
while he worked on the model, she sold
When he needed
ice cream and candy.
stantly,
this is so
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Louis

J.

Bourgeois, Architect.

clay for his first modelling he was out
of money, so he went into the garden,
filled
his wife's clothes basket with

Dorothy Perkins
the arbor.
and sold

He

roses,

which covered

took them to

them for

five

New York

dollars,

with

which he bought his clay.
He though he could make the model
in three months, but it took him three
years, and he says his wife is really the
temple builder, for had it not been for
her sympathy and cheerful sacrifice he
never could have carried to completion
the gigantic work.
The model is now on exhibition at the
Kevorkian gallery in New York City.
It was chosen for erection in Chicago by
the delegates to the Bahai Convention,
held recently in New York. Its original
plan demands a building 360 feet in
height, and 450 feet in diameter; but
figures will be halved for the
Chicago structure, making a dimension of
The building constructed
180 by 225.
in this size will cost somewhere near a
million and a half dollars.
One naturally asks what is behind such
a conception and what it means for

these

humanity. The Bahai Movement, which
is planning this stupendous creation, is
the great international movement of
Unity and Brotherhood, which arose in
Persia in 1844 and extends its branches
and its influence everywhere at the present time.
It was first taught by Ali
Mohammed, who was presently given the
title of Bab or Gate, meaning a door

opened between heaven and earth. He
foretold the coming af Baha Ollah, who
he said would appear in nineteen years,
and would be the Glory of God for all
mankind through the nobility of his life
and teachings. Baha Ollah means the
Glory of God, and his influence, penetrating all mankind in the Glory shining
through him, will at length unite all
banishreligions, all nations, all races
ing hatred, rancour, partisanship in the
great love which rises through realization of the Fatherhood of God and the
true brotherhood of mankind.
Baha Ollah died in 1892 in the prison
town of Acca, Syria, to which he had
been sent by those persecutors who, as in
the case of all the Prophets, could not
distinguish light from darkness. He left
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PLAN OF THE BAHAI TEMPLE. LOUIS
J.

BOURGEOIS, ARCHITECT.

ONE OF THE NINE ENTRANCES, BAHAI TEMPLE.
Louis

the leadership of the

movement

J.

Bourgeois, Architect.

in the

hands of his son, Abbas, also a prisoner,
saying, "I have established a new covenant between God and Man, and my son
the centre of that covenant."
His son took the title of Abdul Baha,
or The Servant of God, literally, the
Slave of the Glory, and the name of
is

Abdul Baha has already become known
everywhere, the synonym for service, love
and wisdom. He was freed from imprisonment in 1908, through the action
of the constitutional revolution in Turkey,
and since then has travelled in western

America in 1912.
Revelation, as it is sometimes called, inspires a movement, not a
sect.
It has a very slight organization
countries, visiting

The Bahai

embodied in a Unity Board, which manages the Temple fund. The temple will
be a great place of worship for all mankind.
Its doors will never be closed;
no priesthood will ever officiate within
its walls; about it will be
gardens and
fountains; and beyond these, a series
of buildings devoted to the application of
true religion to life, a hospital, an orphan
asylum, a hospice or house of hospitality,
a guild house, a university, etc.
Only
worship can be voiced in the temple itself
but the results of such worship are to be
evidenced in these surrounding buildings,
where all activities of the community will
meet in the comradeship inspired by
mutual counsel from which criticism and
politics shall have been banished.
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THE ARCONNE CEMETERY OF THE A E F
AT ROMAGNE~SOUS~MONTFAUCON. FRANCE
BY

P.

H.ELWOOD,

for the dead is one of the
most trying tasks to be performed
by an army in the field. However,
the problem was not so complicated for
the American army as it had been earlier

CARING

when

in the war,

large areas frequently

changed hands several times during the
active fighting.
Ground once gained by
the Americans in France was never relinquished to the enemy except for most
temporary retention. The duty of identification and burial of our dead was assigned to the Graves Registration Service of the Quartermaster Corps, whose
burial parties followed closely upon the
heels of the advancing soldiers, often

under heavy shell-fire.
During and immediately following an
offensive, graves were necessarily shallow
and hastily located near where the body
fell.
One of the two identification tags
carried by every soldier in the field was
buried with the body and the other attached to the temporary cross marking
the grave.
One thing that made the later work

JR.

of death, were placed upon the crosses
and the graves arranged carefully and
mounted neatly. Detachments of engineers were called upon to assist in definitely locating each grave by coordinates
and making sketches drawn to scale,

showing just where each body was in
the sector.
Blue prints were made of
these sketches and a complete file was
kept for the future work of the concentration parties.
The work of concentrating the bodies
into several large cemeteries was begun
The location of these
early in 1919.
main
concentration
cemeteries
was
largely a problem of transportation and
convenience to the majority of individual
The British Imperial War
graves.
Graves Commission chose to bury their
dead in small units of a few hundred
bodies, thereby gaining a degree of
seclusion; and in some cases the little

burying grounds may be seen surrounded
by groves of fruit or other trees protected by a low wall.
It was decided early in the work to

of complete identification and rechecking
difficult was the fact that, before going
into the front lines, the man's organization was usually scratched from his

as possible of the
into large cemeteries, in
view of the possibility of having to remove the bodies later to America. There-

tags to prevent this information from falling into the hands of
the enemy. This, coupled with the circumstance that among the army in France
literally hundreds of men bore the same
name, made definite identification im-

fore, Lieutenant Gove S. Wright, Chief
Concentration Officer, after supervising
the building of the cemeteries at ChateauThierry and Belleau Wood, located the
three main American cemeteries at Beaumont, Thiacourt and Romagne-sousMontfaucon. Romagne, the subject of
this article, to be known as the Argonne

identification

possible in

many

cases.

The personnel

department at the Central Records Office
has some exceedingly interesting and almost unbelievable figures on this subject.

Soon

after the armistice, the recheck

began of

all

American bodies buried

the battle areas.

The temporary

were painted and complete
made where possible.

in

crosses

identification

Small metal tags with all available information, such as organization and time

concentrate as

many

American dead

Cemetery, lies practically in the geographical center of the Meuse Ar'gonne
sector, north-west of Verdun and southwest of Dun-sur-Meuse.
The site of the cemetery is on the edge
of the little village of Romagne, on a
gently rolling hill opposite a more abrupt
slope partly covered with old apple trees.
The neighborhood witnessed some of the
severe fighting of the later days of the
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offensive.
Cunel, a hamlet
within sight of the cemetery, was taken
diffiby the 5th American Division with
which
the
on
The
cemetery
ground
culty.
now rests was filled with shell holes
made by American 75s and 155s.
Historic Montfaucon with the famous
observing tower of the Crown Prince is
and within full
just to the south-east

Argonne

view from a part of the reservation.

Of

course, practically all buildings for miles
in every direction are now in ruins or
unfit for habitation, though as soon as
work on the cemetery began the long-

suffering French peasants began plodding
back to the remains of their former

homes.
It soon became evident that the most
important problem was transportation for
moving the bodies to the cemetery. In
response to urgent calls from the Camp
Commander, Col. Chapman, the Motor
Transport Corps ordered over 500 trucks
with the necessary repair units to
Romagne, all under the Camp Motor
Transport Officer, Capt. John C. Cash-

man.

When

this force

had been obtained and

the

work was

well under way,

it

became

necessary to call in all the available German prison labor in the sector to assist
in building camp roads, laying water
pipes, grading, laying sod, building walks,
and planting. The supply of coffins from
Paris ran short due to limited rail transportation, making it necessary to conThis was
struct the coffins on the spot.

done by setting up several portable saw
and combing the country for lumber.
At the end, the local box output
nearly supplied the demand.
Materials of every sort used in modern
warfare were to be had in any quantities
at a huge German supply dump at
From this
Brieulles, a few miles away.
dump we obtained all our wire and iron
posts for fencing the reservation and for
the fence around the cemetery itself.
Every fourth post was set in concrete,
also obtained at the same dump.
Until nineteen days before General
Pershing's visit of dedication, we had
bent most of our energies toward concentration and on camp work; but from
then on we used practically the entire
mills

force of prisoners, at times over 4,000,
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Entrance to Cemetery as constructed when American troops

besides several hundred pioneer Infantry
troops from the 815th and 816th regiments, upon the engineering and landscape construction work.
Much grading and draining, as well as
removing of temporary buildings and
accumulated debris, were necessary before any finished landscape work was
possible.

left,

July

4,

1919.

When

he arrived, he found a white
wooden cross, a spray of evergreen and
a small American flag at every grave on

Two

the hillside.
large grass and gravel
panels, with twenty-foot turf letters spelling the words "Argonne Cemetery," stood
out prominently on either side of a central circular pansy bed with a thirty-foot
star of bright golden pansies.
It had

The design for the approach roads and
the landscape setting having been made
and accepted, its execution was rushed

been necessary to make several

all possible speed in order to have
the cemetery ready for inspection and
dedication on Memorial Day by the Commanding General.

the French near Verdun.
Interesting features of the design are
a rising grade toward the main central
walk or drive, from both sides, and a

with

trips to
to obtain these plants.
The
evergreen trees used were obtained from

Luxemburg

Central pedestrian entrance, showing the forty-foot pansy bed with its gold service star of yellow
were built by German Prisoners of War.
pansies. The stone walls with concrete coping
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of War policing the Cemetery after decorating each grave with an American
and a spray of evergreens for the dedication services, Memorial Day, 1919. Each grave
marked by a four-foot wooden cross with the name and organization of the soldier.

German Prisoners
flag

is

sunken entrance-garden in the area between the public highway and the cemetery proper.
For miles in every direction there was
nothing but waste and destruction, and
the cemetery as it neared completion
seemed to those of us who had been in
the devastated area since early fall, something in the nature of an oasis in a
desert.

As

no record was kept, as
would like
conditions be encountered where labor
and materials were to be had for the
asking and motor transports doing the
work of the railroad and men the work
of horses and machines. As an example,
no plow was available; so several gangs
of troops, some 500, were set to work
spading up a field of several acres. When
this was done the improvised drag pulled
to costs

nowhere

by a mule team was found ineffective
and too slow, so more troops with picks
and shovels were ordered and a clod
crushing race started across the field.
As an illustration of the pressure and
speed of the work, the main entrance
steps to the cemetery proper, seven in

number

and

twenty

feet

long,

were

erected in one day from the foundations,
and they were built to last in heavy concrete

and

After

in civilian practice

stone.

May

30,

much

finishing

and

polishing was done, the front wall constructed and the roadways resurfaced,
giving the whole area a much more
finished appearance, so that when the
last troops broke camp the morning of
July 4, they left with a feeling that they
had given the brave boys buried there
a worthy resting place as a lastingmemorial to the real sacrifice of America.
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Philip J^ndsley
are

many

will all, no doubt,
remain. This will sooner or later mean
one of three alternatives for each of
them: (1) tearing down one of the comparatively modern office buildings of the

hundred yards that they

institutions in the

commercial life of a large city,
which, by reason of the nature of

THERE

the business they transact, are limited in
their location to a certain definite area
that area in which they can transact their

business

with

make room for an entirely new
plant; (2) enlarging their present building, or, (3) converting the lower floors
of some other building to their needs.
This last alternative has, in a measure,
district to

the

greatest degree of
Thus we very often find, as
efficiency.
distinctly segregated districts, the Wholesale District, the Market District, the
Newspaper District, the Retail District,
the Financial District; and, in a well-

been adopted by the Guardian Savings
and Trust Company, which institution
solved the problem of expansion in
rather a unique manner, adding to the
district one of Cleveland's largest and
most complete banking plants, without

organized and comparatively stable community, whatever expansion takes place
must take place within that district or
otherwise encroach upon the territory of
another.
general readjustment on a
large scale of all the elements is seldom
possible at the present stage of development in most of our cities. Hence, when
an institution like a large banking and
trust company has outgrown its present

A

accommodations and must expand, something within the so-called Financial District must give way to this expansion;
and, with the high property values of
such a district, and the difficulty of finding purchasable property at all, the proplem is indeed not easy to solve.
In the city of Cleveland all of the
larger banking institutions are located on
Euclid Avenue, within a space of a couple
of hundred yards, the busiest and most
congested portion of the city; a fact
which would seem to indicate that these
institutions consider it indispensable that
their main entrances at least should be
accessible from this portion of Euclid

Thus they are, and always will
confronted with a very difficult prob-

Avenue.
be,

They are all rapidly outgrowing their
present accommodations and are in more
or less urgent need of enlarged space and
yet it is within this short reach of two

lem.

Small

disturbing the functioning of the business already located on the property
In their plan of improving this
utilized.
property they have acknowledged that
the main issue was largely centered, not
in a broad Euclid Avenue frontage, but
in an entrance on that thoroughfare.
They have consequently utilized for the
most part the rear end of their property, at the time occupied with very poor
structures, and by so doing have carried
out their project of expansion without
displacing any of the stable business enterprises on Euclid Avenue.
The New England building, with one
hundred and thirty-three feet of frontage on Euclid Avenue and covering the
front sixty feet of depth of a plot extend-

ing two hundred and

fifty feet to

Avenue, was sixteen

stories in height

Vincent
and

The west half of
office occupied.
the building and a two-story extension
to Vincent Avenue was occupied by a
small department store, which was on
the point of moving to larger quarters.
The east half and a one-story extension
to Vincent Avenue was occupied by the
largest book store in the city.
every
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It

was determined

to

leave

the ex-

unchanged, exmonumental
new
a
for
fagade to
cept
the lower four stories to provide a public arcade from Euclid Avenue to Vincent Avenue, giving to the bank the west
terior of the old building

;

and larger portion of the plot, to include a basement, the entire first floor
and parts of the second and third floors
east porallotting to the book store the
tion to the depth of one hundred and
first
forty feet and including a basement,
;

and mezzanine floors. On Vincent Avenue and in the north end of the arcade
were to be several small shops. In addition, the building was to extend the full
height of two hundred feet allowed by
the city, from Euclid to Vincent Avenues.
This, in general, was the problem that
was confronted at the outset.
The existing building greatly hampered
the development of the plan, which would
have been

of solution at best,
of the lot
the
irregularity
considering
(page 517), the difference of levels and
the requirements laid down by the bank.
In fact, from the commencement of the
preliminary study to the final completion
of the building it was a series of adjustdifficult

ments and readjustments shifting, restudy, and the surmounting of one
obstacle after another, in exemplifying
which it might be mentioned that the
plans of the old building
columns throughout, and

showed

steel

yet,

when

wrecking was commenced, the columns
supporting the second floor were found
to be cast iron and much larger than
those they had anticipated finding. Upon
excavating, it was found that the footings of the adjoining building projected
from five to twelve feet beyond the property lines, so that the steel framework,

already completed in design, had to be
changed and the party walls supported
on cantilevers. Such changes in the steel
framing in most cases necessitated a complete restudy of the interiors affected.
How serious these changes were it is
now impossible to judge, in view of the
fact that the final result
gives no evidence of having been worked out under
any than the most ideal conditions. It

how

is,

however, easy to imagine

it

must have been to the mind of the

serious

designer who had already been confronted with more than a just share of
difficulties.
Among other things the
exigencies of the new general plan necessitated other locations for the elevators,
with continuity of service during the
change ; a complete rearrangement of the

and plumbing equipment
of continuous sermaintenance
during
vice establishment of adequate entrances
to the offices and bookstore during re-

heating, lighting
;

construction of the main fagade, and the
protection of the tenants from any annoyance or inconvenience. With a clear
understanding of the problem in all its
many intricacies, the few features of the
result which are open to criticism from
an artistic point of view are more than
forgivable.

The Euclid Avenue facade

is very sucproportions and detail. The
spacing of the columns was predetermined by the existing steel columns, and
of themselves would have been too far
apart to have been dignified; but the
device of the broad Corinthian-capped
pilasters, engaging the columns of the
same order, has enabled the designer to
obtain an effect of narrower spacing that
gives the sense of vertically necessary
to the dignity of the facade.
The very
harsh mechanical sketch (page 513) does
not give an adequate idea of the grace of
line or well-studied detail that is so pleasing in the original. The Vincent Avenue

cessful in

its

It is
fagade is even more successful.
of grey limestone throughout its height,
and all of the mouldings, architraves,
pilasters, cornices and belt courses have
been kept in very low relief a very intelligent bit of design, as it is entirely

free

from that heavy overpowering effect
fagades on very narrow

so general in

such as the one in question.
entering the main banking quarters
from Euclid Avenue one passes through
a vestibule into a transverse circulation,
which leads to the arcade on the right
and, on the left, to the stairway and elevator to the President's and Directors'
streets,

On

suites on the floors above.
To the right
of the vestibule, on the main fagade, is
the women's room, panelled in satinwood
and decorated in fine painted ornament,
from which room a private stair leads
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DETAIL OF EUCLID AVENUE FACADE GUARDIAN
SAVINGS AND TRUST COMPANY'S BUILDING, CLEVELAND, OHIO. WALKER & WEEKS, ARCHITECTS

PERSPECTIVE SKETCH FROM EUCLID AVENUE GUARDIAN SAVINGS AND TRUST COMPANY'S BUILDING,
CLEVELAND, OHIO. WALKER & WEEKS, ARCHITECTS.

MAIN BANKING ROOM FROM EUCLID AVENUE ENTRANCE GUARDIAN SAVINGS AND
TRUST COMPANY'S BUILDING, CLEVELAND,
OHIO. WALKER & WEEKS, ARCHITECTS.

SECOND FLOOR AND BANK MEZZANINE GUARDIAN SAVINGS AND TRUST
COMPANY'S BUILDING, CLEVELAND, OHIO.
Walker & Weeks, Architects.
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MAIN BANKING FLOOR GUARDIAN SAVINGS AND TRUST COMPANY'S
BUILDING, CLEVELAND, OHIO.
Walker & Weeks, Architects.
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TYPICAL FLOOR PLAN-GUARDIAN SAVINGS AND TRUST COMPANY'S
BUILDING, CLEVELAND, OHIO.
Walker & Weeks, Architects.

THIRD FLOOR (TRUST DEPARTMENT) GUARDIAN SAVINGS AND TRUST
COMPANY'S BUILDING, CLEVELAND, OHIO.
Walker & Weeks, Architects.
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proportioned, with a peristyle of Corinthian columns, and pilasters of the same
order, the capitals of which set the pace
for every bit of detail in the room. All
of the detail, in line and form and relief and color, is in harmony with these

to dressing rooms and toilets in the basement ; to the left of the vestibule is a
consultation room. The transverse circu-

lation or lobby is low-ceiled, and rightas it gives an added air
fully so I think,
and
of
spaciousness to the main

dignity

MAIN BANKING ROOM FROM MEZZANINE LEVEL-GUARDIAN SAVINGS
AND TRUST COMPANY'S BUILDING, CLEVELAND, OHIO.
Walker & Weeks, Architects.

banking room that opens out to its full
height immediately beyond. To the right
and left before reaching the banking
space proper are the officers' platforms,
railed off by balustrades of Georgia marble.
These occupy the rear bay of the
old building, and are the full height of
the main banking
of it.

The room

is

room

are in fact part

long and high and finely

The bronze screen of the
wickets, a very delicate and chaste bit of
design, has fortunately not been affected
by the scale of the detail above, being
treated as part of the furnishings and
not as part of the architecture. The fact
that these wickets hide the bases of the
columns may or may not be open to
criticism, but certainly they give to the

capitals.

banking space a greater degree of
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effi-

MAIN BANKING ROOM FROM VESTIBULE GUARDIAN
SAVINGS AND TRUST COMPANY'S BUILDING, CLEVELAND, OHIO. WALKER & WEEKS, ARCHITECTS.
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DOORWAY IN MAIN BANKING ROOM-GUARDIAN
SAVINGS AND TRUST COMPANY'S BUILDING, CLEVELAND, OHIO. WALKER & WEEKS, ARCHITECTS.

THE ARCHITECTURAL RECORD.
ciency than had they been sacrificed to
some artistic effect. The columns to the
necking, the check desks, the base of the
screen, the pilasters and walls to eleven
feet high are all of tooled
Georgia marble; and the color effect thus obtained

city are efficient only, for a very limited
time, if they can be made so at all. At

the base of a high light-well
they transmit very little light at best, and in the
course of a very few months will have
collected soot and dirt and refuse to the

DETAIL OF BANKING ROOM-GUARDIAN SAVINGS AND TRUST
COMPANY'S BUILDING, CLEVELAND, OHIO.
Walker

&

Weeks, Architects.

and warm and pleasis admirable
of light and shade.
in
the
contrast
ing
soft

The ornamental

plaster of the ceiling

is

match the marble below and
picked out in metallic colors which harmonize with the bronze of the screen and
tinted to

the lighting clusters.
The lighting is the most noteworthy
feature of the room, being entirely artificial and yet deceiving the most careful
observer. Skylights in a large and dirty

extent that they are worse than useless.
Here, although the roof of the room
forms the bottom of the light-court, the
usually futile attempt to make use of
natural light was very wisely abandoned,
and a scheme of artificial lighting inwhich not only approximates
stalled,
natural light in color, but gives the entire
room an evenly distributed flood of light
that would be impossible to obtain with
natural light. The major portion of the
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STAIRWAY TO TRUST DEPARTMENT LOBBY FROM MAIN BANKING ROOM GUARDIAN SAVINGS AND TRUST COMPANY'S
BUILDING, CLEVELAND, OHIO. WALKER & WEEKS, ARCHITECTS.

TRUST DEPARTMENT LOBBY AT HEAD OF STAIR FROM MAIN
BANKING ROOM-GUARDIAN SAVINGS AND TRUST COMPANY'S
BUILDING, CLEVELAND, OHIO. WALKER & WEEKS, ARCHITECTS.

WOMEN'S ROOM GUARDIAN SAVINGS AND TRUST COMPANY'S BUILDING,
CLEVELAND, OHIO.
Walker & Weeks, Architects.
direct light

is

scale of the banking room through the
stair well to this lobby has been very

obtained by means of three

large ceiling clusters in bronze and glass,
very beautiful in design and workmanIn all, it is the most effectively
ship.
lighted banking room I have ever seen.
On the main axis at the rear of the

vestibule

banking room

Real Estate Department.

skilfully handled.

rises a monumental stair
to the semi-circular public space of the

Trust Department.
The difference of
level
between
Euclid
and Vincent
Avenues is such that, though the Trust
Department floor is just a short easy
flight above the banking room floor, it is
a full story height above the shops on
Vincent Avenue. At either side of the
stair at the top is a free
standing column,
and between each of these and the pilaster
at the wall is a marble parapet or balustrade, the top of which serves as a check
The far
desk, a very unique feature.
wall, in which are four Trust Department wickets, is slightly curved, masking
the turning of the axis at this point. The
detail of both the stair, with its bronze
railing, and the lobby is very refined and
chaste,

To

the left

is

a small

and beyond the Trust Officers'
public space and conference rooms; to
the right another small vestibule and the

and the transition from the large

The

salesmen's

rooms and most of the working space of
this department are on the floor above,
reached by both stair and elevator from
the lobby on the Trust Department floor.

At

the front of the building, at the
level as the Trust Department,
^
reached by a private stair 'and elevator,
is the President's suite, comprising a
lobby, a Secretary's platform railed off
from the lobby, the President's private
office, a small consultation room, a toilet
and a large committee room. The President's office is panelled in walnut, and is

same

very simple in detail and furnishing.
From the lobby of this suite leads a balcony overlooking the main banking room
and beyond to the stair and Trust De-

partment lobby at the far end. Directly
above this is the Directors' suite, similar
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The plan and deoth of these suites was largely
determined by the existing structure of
the New England building. It was found
necessary to retain the second floor framing construction at a level three feet bein plan

and treatment.

the inner or Safe Deposit lobby, which
forms the public circulation to the three
vaults.
Facing one on entering is the
door to the main safe deposit vault and
at either end are the small lobbies leading to the other vaults for silver and furs.
is

"ign of

LOBBY OF PRESIDENT'S SUITE GUARDIAN SAVINGS AND TRUST
COMPANY'S BUILDING, CLEVELAND, OHIO.
Walker & Weeks, Architects.
low the Directors' suite floor level ; hence,
the low ceilings, doors and windows and
the large beam in the President's lobby.
At the rear of the banking room, on
either side of the stair leading to the
Trust Department, is a flight descending
to a low vaulted lobby in the basement.
Directly ahead, as one descends the
stairs, and screened off by a very beautiful grille in Benedict metal and color,

Here is one unit of the plan, treated as
a unit, a small plan problem in itself,
subordinate to the more important units
on the floors above, but worked out with
care and intelligence just one more item
of evidence that, though the artistic side
has been well studied, the practical efficiency of the layout has been, as it should
always be, the dominating factor.
Each department has its own public
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GRILLE OF SAFE DEPOSIT DEPARTMENT-GUARDIAN SAVINGS AND TRUST COMPANY'S BUILDING, CLEVELAND, OHIO.
Walker

lobby,

easily

accessible

and

all

& Weeks,

but in setting our minds and our
upon the coveted goal we must not
close our vision to those works that may
not, it is true, take us ahead, but surely
are evidence that the high level of our
architectural traditions is not on the

inter-

effort

own points of contact
communicating
with the public; its own separate working space, and its own administration.
;

Architects.
;

hearts

its

At

the same time all of these departments are connected by a circulation en-

tirely separate from that of the public,
by means of which money, papers and
the bank personnel can pass from one
department to another. This circulation
is greatly assisted by a system of pneumatic tubes, working from a central, with

retrograde.
In the Guardian

Company's new

Savings and Trust

building, Messrs.

Walker

& Weeks

have not created an artistic
masterpiece in any sense of the word. It
is neither a step toward the coveted "Art
of Democracy," nor is it evidence of a

outlets at all the wickets of each depart-

out a plan to satisfy all of
the requirements of the circulation chart
is one of the most exacting phases of
bank design. In the plan in question the
architects have arrived at an admirable

new era in American architecture. And
yet it is good architecture, better than
ninety-nine per cent, of the other buildIt is
ings being erected in Cleveland.
graceful, dignified; fits well into its setIn color
ting; is well-studied in detail.

solution.

and proportion,

ment.

Working

Of

we hear much

of the "Art of
Democracy" and progress toward a truly
American Art and whether or not we
can see evidence of any such progress is
open to a great deal of doubt. All agree
that it is an aim worthy of the highest
late

;

it

is

extremely pleasing

to the eye; and, above

all, it fulfills to
the highest degree of efficiency its mission as the home of a large, twentieth-

century banking and trust company. It
is an admirable solution of a modern
problem.
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English Architectural Decoration
and Measured Draw-

Text
inas

by Albert

Part XV.

has been truly said that without a
to be inventive in archi-

Whether this emanated from
Sir William Chambers or from Sir John
Soane is of little moment; it was, howtecture.

ever, a

famous statement of the

latter.

of the Brothers Adam was
similar to that of John Wood of Bath,
the architect of Buckland House, Berkshire, now the residence of Lady Fitz-

The work

gerald; in addition, he executed many
works in Bath and the surrounding
districts.

During the
century, a

latter half of the eighteenth

number of eminent men were

contemporary with the

whom we

Adam

school, of

should not lose sight in sur-

veying the decorative work of the period.
Thomas Chippendale, of the firm of
Chippendale, Haig & Company, carried
out a considerable amount of furniture
and decoration in several different styles,
including certain furniture to the designs
of Adam for David Garrick in 1760,
some of which was housed at his suburban residence at Hampton and the residue
at his house No. 5 Adelphi Terrace,

London.

Ince & Mayhew for the honors of competing in the cult of artistic expression
in furniture, chimneypieces and other
objects for interior use. With John Car-

Robert Wood, Nicholas Revett and
to deal with
the school of antiquarian research, which
produced the Greek revival under Sir
John Soane and James Cockerell in the
opening years of the nineteenth century.
ter,

James Stewart we have

Josiah

tors of the type of

William Chambers
many temples in the gardens of
Kew, in addition to Somerset House,
London, and many another notable residence for the nobility of his time.
activities of Sir

included

flourished

in

and cenotaphs

tablets

hailed from Worcester and with his
father, before 1727, settled at Conduit
Street, having workshops at Long Acre.

1758;

W. Thomas and

Robert
Man waring are among the joiners and
decorators who vied with Sheraton and
J. C. Krnft,

John Flaxman and

the Chippendale and Adam schools of
design, their method being more clearly
discernable in the nature of the mural

A

Abraham Swan

stands apart as the

Chantrey.
In contemporary sculpture William
Cheere and John Eckstein exhibit the
prevailing characteristics, respectively, of

He

while

Wedgwood

epitome of all that is good in the design
and execution of pottery and jasper ware,
and whose style was developed by sculp-

story is told of Chippendale
to the effect that he conceived the notion of arranging tea parties at his house
as an incentive to the selling of his
various examples of carved furniture.

The

Bullock.

The Adam Period.

knowledge of preceding work one can-

ITnot pretend

E.
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at

Westminster

Abbey.

Instances of the influence of the Adam
varying degree of efficiency are
to be found in many districts of England.
Their authentic work includes Kedleston,
Sion House, Nostell Priory, Lansdowne
House; The Orangery, Bowood, Wiltcult in

Harewood House, Yorkshire:
Harewood House, London; Stratford
House (now Derby House), and the

shire;

Admiralty screen in Whitehall, London.
Isolated examples of Adam rooms in
older mansions exist in many places,
among which may be mentioned the library at Belton House, near Grantham,
and the small drawing room at Forde
the influence of their work
exemplified at Boodles Club, St.
James's Street, London, as designed by
John Crunden the later work at Flaxley
Abbey by J. Leek the chinoiserie plaster

Abbey while
;

is

;

;

work

at

Beacon

House,

Painswick,

THE CHAPEL, ZAVERIAN COLLEGE, BRIGHTON.
Shows Influence

of

Adam, Although

Built Middle of Nineteenth Century

Room Probably Decorated Toward* End

ornament to the walls of the long gallery
or library at Sion House.
The merit of the style of Robert

Gloucestershire, and the typical decorations

at

Clayton House, Buckingham-

shire.

Adam

Throughout the realm of furniture,
silversmiths' work and the manufacture
of chinaware the typical features of the

Adam

by Sir Charles Barry.
of Century, After Barry's Death.

lies

chiefly in the temerity with

which he inaugurated an heretical cult
in art at variance with former convention, which, although exhibiting pagan

school prevails in a very definite

and marked manner. The smallness of
detail, its repetition and the reduced projection of the main cornice and subsidiary features are characteristics of the
productions of this era, whether relating
to external or internal work. The stone
front to Eastgate House, Gloucester, is

a pertinent subject, having motifs which
suggest the possibility of the direct influence of John Wood or J. Leek.
The general effect of the authentic
ornament accompanying the decorations
of the Adam period is the attempt to
The fine
give a definition to texture.
detail, with its repeating note of either
fluting, beading or leaf enrichments, is
noticeable in work existing at all the
best houses treated during this era, the
manner of which is very marked in the

was adaptable to the successful
treatment for interiors of modern resimotifs,

dences.

His so-called "Etruscan taste," as exfor the Countess of Derby, is
simply the style which he himself evolved
from the material acquired during his
travels and researches at Spalato in
Dalmatia (a palace built by Diocletian
in A. D. 304)
his studies at Rome and
ecuted

;

tours in the northern province of
Etruria, which latter district became subject to Rome in B. C. 330 and was thereafter intermingled with the traditional
character of Roman work. Early Etruscan work does not appear to have been
so highly decorative as the more southern practice at Pompeii and Herculaneum. It was of a rather primitive nature
his
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combined with bas-reliefs and

with Pompeiian examples,
being largely confined to mural paintings
within the tombs and some sculptured

compared

work and exceptionally good masonry.
The late Mr. Phene Spiers has pointed
out that certain tombs at

Rome

OVERDOOR

IN

in the

THE VICARAGE, HAMMERSMITH.

recall early Etruscan types;
but the detail was apparently more ad-

Via Appia

vanced in point of design and execution,
one example in the Via Latina indiThis latter has a character much
cates.
more in keeping with the general style
as

Adam

fine floral

designs in stucco attached to the tufa
backing.
In point of fact, the tombs of Rome
and Pompeii must have provided the
Adam Brothers and their colleagues with

of the usual
period, ceilings being
worked in geometrical squares and circles

much

of the detail they subsequently incorporated into their peculiar style, in
which, from a critical standpoint, one
readily trace the origin of many

may

distinctive features.

The ornamented

pilasters are obviously

based upon the Raffaelian types existing
in the galleries of the Vatican.
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Adam

Family are a
Historically, the
in
link
the
progress of
very important
English and Scottish architecture.
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Mellerstain, near Kelso, and

Hopetoun

House, a large building originally designed by Sir William Bruce.
The dining room of Yester House

William Adam, the author of "Vitruvius Scoticus," was a renowned architect
of Scotland, practising in the early years
If he was
of the eighteenth century.
not actually an assistant of Sir William
Bruce of Balcaskie, there is little doubt
that he was largely influenced by the
latter, as his designs show a refined and
skilful handling with a chastity comparable with much later work.
Had he

fine sense of architectural
similar
to the English Georknowledge
gian manner. As the house was incomplete upon the death of William Adam
in 1748, some of the additions may be
attributable to his son, Robert, who is
known to have succeeded his father about
1760, and remodeled a portion of the

never executed another edifice than Drum
House, Gilmerton, this alone would suffice to merit his distinction.
This build-

commenced

ing

is

described as

"Sommervel House"

monograph, being erected originally
for James, the 13th Baron Somerville.
There is an air of refinement about this
residence almost equivalent to that which
pervades the Petit Trianon at Versailles,
where Marie Antoinette sought seclusion
from the excitement of the French Court
and the distractions of the later years of
her troubled life

in his

William Adam, however, made many
additions to

other mansions,

exhibits

a

fagade in 1789.

Robert

Adam was

born

in

1728 and

his travels in 1754; but he

had an elder brother, John, who was
doubtless his father's right hand when
Robert was in his teens. John
remained in Scotland, succeeding

Adam
to his

father's business, being also the latter's
sole executor.
His practice does not
appear to have been as extensive as that

of his younger brothers.
There is no
record of his having traveled abroad; he
was apparently content to remain where

he was born and maintain his father's
connections.

including
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James

Adam

went

traveling

with
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Clensseau and Zucchi in 1760-62, visitof the haunts
previously
traversed by his elder brother.
He returned to London in time to render as-

ing never been executed.

mg many
sistance

Duke

upon the reconstruction of the

of

Northumberland's

A

stateliness

and charm pervade the decorations of the
interior; and although all the schemes
were not realized, the majority are very
successfully treated.
After the stately hall, the dining

residence

room

ADAM PERIOD SHOP FRONT, CORNH1LL, LONDON.
(Sion House, at Isleworth), by far the
most famous of the Adams' productions.

The plan here given will be seen to be
unique in several particulars. The long
gallery or library has a width of only
fourteen feet, at the back of which are
sleeping apartments of the Duke and
Duchess, facing the internal court,
the hatched-in walls of the rotunda hav-

\the

his

is

as satisfactory

an apartment as any,

being plainer and freer from repeated
ornament than the library, which is too
harried with motifs to give repose of
effect, a most essential element in all interior designing.
In justice to Robert
Adam it should be remarked that the
walls of the long gallery were fixed to
a width of which he did not approve and
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TEMPLE OF THE SUN, KEW GARDENS. SIR
WILLIAM CHAMBERS, ARCHITECT. ABOUT
1760.
DESTROYED BY STORM IN 1916.

PORTIONS OF CEILING IN 9 ARGYLE
PLACE, LONDON. DEMOLISHED IN 1914.

dw

<o

O

PRINT SHOWING ONE END OF
THE HALL IN SION HOUSE.

PRINT SHOWING ONE END OF
THE HALL IN SIGN HOUSE.

PLAN OF THE MAIN FLOOR
OF SION HOUSE, ISLEWORTH.

FLAXLEY ABBEY.
DECORATIONS
J'-LECK. c 1784
(ADAM PERIOD .)

>

R.OOM CHIM^^' PIECE.
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FLAXLEY ABBEY, GLOUCESTER. DECOBY J. LECK. ABOUT 1784.
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'
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/5CALE.

R.OOM DOOR..
FLAXLEY ABBEY, GLOUCESTER. DECX)BY J. LECK. ABOUT 1784.

RATIONS

THE HALL-FLAXLEY ABBEY, GLOUCESTER.
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the ceiling of a height which limited his
sphere of operations. The great length
of one hundred and thirty feet by a
narrow width naturally called for a
treatment of pilasters which would break
up the horizontal perspective of converging lines that would otherwise be
inevitable.

The screen on the Brentford Road is
a fine composition, of a trifle less solid
nature than what he designed for the
Admiralty at Whitehall.
library at Ken Wood, Hampstead,
for the Earl of Mansfield, has a barrel

The

library

is

largely absent in this instance.
cases project into the
leaving little space for

At Belton the
room at intervals,

furniture, giving the effect of a public
library rather than the reception room in
a private house where study can be in-

dulged in at leisure.
Antonio Zucchi executed some of the
paintings at

Ken Wood,

for which his

account exists while Thomas Chippendale and his son provided silvered French
;

plate glass for certain definite purposes,
and doubtless some furniture.

At

Bowood,

for

Lord

Lansdowne,

concave ceiling with semicircular end screened off by a trabeated

Robert Adam remodelled the dining room
and built the Orangery, which contains

columnar treatment. The effect of this
is to keep the continuous bookcases at
one end, leaving freedom in the center
for the disposition of furniture and wall

also a library

vaulted

or

space for pictures. The usual oppressive
over-volumed
the
of
stuffy,
feeling

CHIPPENDALE PERIOD BENCH.

and breakfast room; the
whole placed on a balustraded terrace
with formal garden in front, which latter

was probably laid out when Sir Charles
Barry made his additions in the middle
of the nineteenth century.

IN VICTORIA
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In

of the ice problem, a farm refrigerator is
often out of commission; so perishable

November and De-

cember, 1919, I conducted, through The Farm

Planning the
Farmhouse.

foodstuffs are put in the dumb-waiter, and
lowered down to the cool cellar. Sometimes a shallow well is dug in the cellar
floor, so that the whole affair can be kept
The dumb-waiter also serves
still cooler.

Journal, a prize contest
for

"The Farmhouse

I'd

Like to Have." This was
strictly limited to actual

farm

folk

chiefly

farmers'

wives

and

tions)
of one million, pretty evenly spread over
the United States, we got 3600 contestants.
The great majority of the plans were remarkably well worked out, and followed
certain definite lines. I know now, beyond
all question, what the program is for designing a real farmhouse; and I'll try to
state that program.
Naturally, particular
local conditions will alter it somewhat;
but here are the general requirements.
To illustrate, I'll take one of the prizewinning plans, sent in by a Nebraska
woman. It will fit almost any other section
equally well. The sketches showed a semibungalow the second floor plan was not
especially interesting, so I will not repro;

The first floor, however (Figure 1),
it
nearly every needed feature
would serve equally well in a two-story
scheme, and the dotted portions show how
a straight bungalow may be developed.
1. The kitchen is the most important room
in the house. It must be well lighted, well
ventilated, and of an average size of about
twelve feet by fifteen.
The family eat
breakfast here other meals are usually (but
not always) served in the dining room. The
sink should be directly under a window;
the drain-board is frequently expanded into
a work-table, and set at a height of three
feet two inches, or thereabouts.
Maple
flooring seems to be the favorite for the
kitchen, although magnesite or other plastic floorings, with integral cove base, are
beginning to appear.
duce

it.

covers

;

;

The dumb-waiter

is

universal.

lift fuel, winter vegetables, etc.
Elaborate cupboards and kitchen cabinets
are in great demand; indeed, probably fifty
per cent, of the farm women do not want
a pantry, preferring to keep all their groceries and supplies right at hand, in the
cabinets. The other fifty per cent, want the
pantry, but merely as a reserve magazine.
The little "breakfast alcove," with two
settles and a fixed table, is very popular,
but not universal.
A fuel box near the stove, arranged to be
filled from outside or from the cellar, is

to

Rough sketch plans (no elevawere required. From a circulation

daughters.

Because

for by hundreds of farm women,
and many of them say: "I want my kitchen
set where I can get a view of the road, and
see what's going on, as I stand washing
dishes or making mince pies."
2. Next in importance comes the dining
room. It must be big enough for "threshing dinners" (though on a very large farm,
a second table would be set in the living
room). The size depends entirely on the
probable number of men that must be taken
care of; a dairy farm will not need so large
a room as a wheat farm, for instance.
The buffet should always be built-in; and
usually it should be placed as I've shown,
with glass doors on the dining room side,
and panel doors in the kitchen. Food,'
dishes, etc., are placed on the shelves in one
room, and taken off from the other; anything that will save steps and save labor
is eagerly welcomed by the farmer's wife.
called

The dining room is also the general sitting room of the farm family; so bookcases, boxed window seats to hold work,
toys, magazines, etc., bay-windows for flowers
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and so on, are very desirable, although
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not

all of these features are
particular plan.

shown on

this

Hardwood finish and hardwood floors are
wanted here; never make the mistake of
suggesting white-painted woodwork to a
farmer's wife. "Do you want me to
spend
an hour every day, washing- the
paint-

work

clean,

messed

it

up?"

after

the

she'll ask.

men-folks

We

have

are too apt
to forget that farmwork is
particularly
dirty and that from two to twenty-five
workmen, in their working clothes, invade
the farmhouse at least three times a
day.
3. The living room is somewhat
smaller
than the dining room; it's more of a "com-

pany room," though it is actively used nowadays, and not shut up like the old-time
In most cases, the front door
"parlor."
opens directly into this living room; the
reception hall is very seldom wanted west
of Ohio. In the East, perhaps
fifty per cent,
of the plans show this
arrangement. As a
matter of fact, a reception hall is
very little
used in a farmhouse; the family
always enter and leave from the back of the
house,
because that is nearest the barns, fields, and
chicken-houses. "Neighbors always drive
up to the rear of the house, because that's
where I'm usually to be found," says one

farm woman.
4.

The stairway

almost always at the
convenient to the
kitchen, etc. Hired men can come in and
go directly up to their rooms. This particular plan is not quite typical, in that it does
not show a main stair with "grade door,"
which is by far the most popular sort.

back

5.'

of

the

is

house,

The wash room

absolutely

vital.

(or some substitute) is
Practically every plan

showed it, in some form. "The men come
from work, and go right into the wash
room, from the porch; they take off their
muddy rubbers, shed their wet and smelly
old coats, and wash up. Then, by
way of

Fig.

1.

First Floor Plan of a prize-winning semi-

bungalow from The Farm Journal Farmhouse Contest.
The Second Floor had three Bedrooms, Sleeping Porch, Sewing Room (or Bath) and storage
space. The dotted portion shows how a pure bungalow could be developed. Courtesy of The Farm
Journal.

the hall, they pass right to the dining room
without going through my kitchen."
So

says one woman; and her sisters all agree.
idea is that men track dirt into the
kitchen; worse still, they invariably get on
a flustered woman's nerves, when she's
hurrying to serve a meal.
Sometimes the washroom is so placed that
a porch connects it with the dining room;
or the wash room is in the basement. This
is particularly desirable where hard winters
prevail; the men enter the grade door, go
directly down, and leave their wet and
snow-covered wraps to dry, around the
furnace. Then, coming upstairs, they go to
the dining room, or to their own rooms, esI think that the
pecially the hired men.

The

average grain farmer would be much interested in metal lockers, industrial showerbaths, ranges of lavatories, etc.
downstairs bathroom occurs in
6. The
seventy-five per cent, of the plans, at least
often to the exclusion of any other bath.
One reason is, the farm water pressure is
frequently too low to supply any upstairs
fixtures; indeed, there may be no power
pressure at all, but just a hand pump in the
kitchen. But a still more cogent reason exists the farm woman spends at least threefourths of her time in or near the kitchen;
and she wants a toilet close at hand, not
only for her own use, but for the small
:

A

Fig. 2.
very popular and convenient first-floor
The bay-window is wanted to hold winter
layout.
The
flowers, provided it has a sunny exposure.
grade entrance to the stairway is an extremely
good feature.

children.
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A

lavatory,

with

toilet,

may
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answer to some extent; but not altogether.
The baby must be bathed, the children's
bath supervised, and, at the same time, the
cooking must be watched.
is
7. There
nearly always at least one
downstairs bedroom, no matter what the
type of farmhouse. "When Johnny's sick in
bed in green-apple time, I don't want to be
trotting up and down stairs, whenever he
wants a drink of water." When Johnny
gets well, the room will probably serve as
a farm office; or maybe as a sewing room.
8. A large screened back porch, at least
ten feet wide, is very necessary indeed;
meals are often served on it, and almost
all the kitchen work, etc., done out here,
in the cool.
Quite often this porch is
weatherboarded up about three feet; in
winter time, the open spaces are glazed with
temporary sash. This porch may or may
not have a concrete floor.
9. An ample front porch, set so as to catch
A conthe breeze, goes without saying.
crete floor is probably the favorite. Screening is not necessary, except in mosquito
neighborhoods since (as sometimes happens) this front porch is used for sleeping.
;

10. Upstairs, several good bedrooms are
needed, depending on the size of the family
and the number of farmhands. Very large
closets
(preferably with windows) are
wanted.
11. A sleeping porch may or may not be
required; but at any rate there must be
an upstairs balcony, for shaking rugs, airing bedding, and so on.
12. Ample storage
space sometimes for
seed-corn, etc., is necessary.
has a heater
13. The basement always
room; also a large room, shut off from the
heat by solid partitions, where apples, potatoes, and other perishable crops may be

Fig.

3.

Another

ept, free from frost, yet not too warm.
Often these are commercial crops, intended
for sale, not merely the family's supply. A
laundry room, too, is usually down here, all
fitted with the latest equipment of electric
washing machines, and so on. Sometimes
there is drying-space here, for stormy
weather; often, however, the dumb-waiter
runs up to the attic, where a store room
serves is drying-room at need. And finally,
an engine room, workshop, etc., is almost
always located in the basement.
I believe this completes the
ordinary in-

I

ventory, but there are a lot of reservations.

For example, a small office, distinct from the
downstairs bedroom, is growing in favor.
A very small sewing-room, near the
kitchen, is suggested by several women; the
idea is, that an eye can be kept on the
cooking, and every spare moment utilized.
Instead of being in the basement, the
laundry very often adjoined the kitchen
or the back porch; it is large enough to
hold separator, feed-cookers (for heating
hog-feed, etc., in winter), men's washing
equipment, lard boilers, butcher tables,
scalding kettles, and so on. Sometimes this
laundry is in a separate building.
Where possible, the garage is in the basement.
A small greenhouse is sometimes built on,
and heated from the cellar; it is used to
start early vegetables, etc.

The type

of house varies in different secsemi-bungalow, or a square twostory affair, seems to be the choice in the
Middle West; the Eastern farmer rather
prefers a colonial two-story scheme; the
South is a general jumble; the Far West
is all for bungalows.
Indeed, the straightout bungalow is very popular everywhere.
WILLIAM DRAPER BRINCKLOE.
tions.

satisfactory

A

solution.

The

laundry serves as a wash-room for the men, and
possibly have a shower-bath and frost-proof
hopper in it. All sorts of miscellaneous work, like
lard-rendering, poultry-dressing, etc., is done here.

may
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